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INSTRUCTION SET CLASSIFICATION:

An instruction set, with its instruction set architecture (ISA), is the interface between a 
computer's software and its hardware, and thereby enables the independent development of these 
two computing realms.

It is the part of the computer architecture related to programming, including the native data 
types, instructions, registers, addressing modes, memory architecture, interrupt and exception 
handling, and external I/O. An ISA includes a specification of the set of opcodes (machine 
language), and the native commands implemented by a particular processor.

What is RISC and CISC Architecture with Advantages and Disadvantages

CISC and RISC

Central Processing Unit Architecture operates the capacity to work from “Instruction Set 
Architecture” to where it was designed. The architectural designs of CPU are RISC (Reduced 
instruction set computing) and CISC (Complex instruction set computing). CISC has the ability 
to execute addressing modes or multi-step operations within one instruction set. It is the design 
of the CPU where one instruction performs many low-level operations. For example, memory 
storage, an arithmetic operation and loading from memory. RISC is a CPU design strategy 
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based on the insight that simplified instruction set gives higher performance when combined 
with a microprocessor architecture which has the ability to execute the instructions by using 
some microprocessor cycles per instruction.

This article discusses about the RISC and CISC architecture with suitable diagrams.

∑ Hardware of the Intel is termed as Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC)
∑ Apple hardware is Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC).

What is RISC and CISC Architectures

Hardware designers invent numerous technologies & tools to implement the desired architecture 
in order to fulfill these needs. Hardware architecture may be implemented to be either hardware 
specific or software specific, but according to the application both are used in the required 
quantity. As far as the processor hardware is concerned, there are 2 types of concepts to 
implement the processor hardware architecture. First one is RISC and other is CISC.

CISC Architecture

The CISC approach attempts to minimize the number of instructions per program, sacrificing the 
number of cycles per instruction. Computers based on the CISC architecture are designed to 
decrease the memory cost. Because, the large programs need more storage, thus increasing the 
memory cost and large memory becomes more expensive. To solve these problems, the number 
of instructions per program can be reduced by embedding the number of operations in a single 
instruction, thereby making the instructions more complex.
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CISC Architecture

∑ MUL loads two values from the memory into separate registers in CISC.
∑ CISC uses minimum possible instructions by implementing hardware and executes 

operations.
∑ Instruction Set Architecture is a medium to permit communication between the 

programmer and the hardware. Data execution part, copying of data, deleting or editing is 
the user commands used in the microprocessor and with this microprocessor the 
Instruction set architecture is operated.

∑ The main keywords used in the above Instruction Set Architecture are as below

Instruction Set: Group of instructions given to execute the program and they direct the 
computer by manipulating the data. Instructions are in the form – Opcode (operational code) and 
Operand. Where, opcode is the instruction applied to load and store data, etc. The operand is a 
memory register where instruction applied.

Addressing Modes: Addressing modes are the manner in the data is accessed. Depending upon 
the type of instruction applied, addressing modes are of various types such as direct mode where 
straight data is accessed or indirect mode where the location of the data is accessed. Processors 
having identical ISA may be very different in organization. Processors with identical ISA and 
nearly identical organization is still not nearly identical.

CPU performance is given by the fundamental law

Thus, CPU performance is dependent upon Instruction Count, CPI (Cycles per instruction) and 
Clock cycle time. And all three are affected by the instruction set architecture.

Instruction Count of the CPU

This underlines the importance of the instruction set architecture. There are two prevalent 
instruction set architectures
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Examples of CISC PROCESSORS

IBM 370/168 – It was introduced in the year 1970. CISC design is a 32 bit processor and four 
64-bit floating point registers.
VAX 11/780 – CISC design is a 32-bit processor and it supports many numbers of addressing 
modes and machine instructions which is from Digital Equipment Corporation.
Intel 80486 – It was launched in the year 1989 and it is a CISC processor, which has instructions 
varying lengths from 1 to 11 and it will have 235 instructions.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CISC ARCHITECTURE

∑ Instruction-decoding logic will be Complex.
∑ One instruction is required to support multiple addressing modes.
∑ Less chip space is enough for general purpose registers for the instructions that are 

0operated directly on memory.
∑ Various CISC designs are set up two special registers for the stack pointer, handling 

interrupts, etc.
∑ MUL is referred to as a “complex instruction” and requires the programmer for storing 

functions.

RISC Architecture

RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) is used in portable devices due to its power efficiency. 
For Example, Apple iPod and Nintendo DS. RISC is a type of microprocessor architecture that 
uses highly-optimized set of instructions. RISC does the opposite, reducing the cycles per 
instruction at the cost of the number of instructions per program Pipelining is one of the unique 
feature of RISC. It is performed by overlapping the execution of several instructions in a pipeline 
fashion. It has a high performance advantage over CISC.
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RISC Architecture

RISC processors take simple instructions and are executed within a clock cycle

RISC ARCHITECTURE CHARACTERISTICS

∑ Simple Instructions are used in RISC architecture.
∑ RISC helps and supports few simple data types and synthesize complex data types.
∑ RISC utilizes simple addressing modes and fixed length instructions for pipelining.
∑ RISC permits any register to use in any context.
∑ One Cycle Execution Time
∑ The amount of work that a computer can perform is reduced by separating “LOAD” and 

“STORE” instructions.
∑ RISC contains Large Number of Registers in order to prevent various number of 

interactions with memory.
∑ In RISC, Pipelining is easy as the execution of all instructions will be done in a uniform 

interval of time i.e. one click.
∑ In RISC, more RAM is required to store assembly level instructions.
∑ Reduced instructions need a less number of transistors in RISC.
∑ RISC uses Harvard memory model means it is Harvard Architecture.
∑ A compiler is used to perform the conversion operation means to convert a high-level 

language statement into the code of its form.

RISC & CISC Comparison

Comparison between CISC & RISC

MUL instruction is divided into three instructions
“LOAD” – moves data from the memory bank to a register
“PROD” – finds product of two operands located within the registers
“STORE” – moves data from a register to the memory banks
The main difference between RISC and CISC is the number of instructions and its complexity.
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RISC Vs CISC

SEMANTIC GAP

Both RISC and CISC architectures have been developed as an attempt to cover the semantic gap.

Semantic Gap

With an objective of improving efficiency of software development, several powerful 
programming languages have come up, viz., Ada, C, C++, Java, etc. They provide a high level of 
abstraction, conciseness and power. By this evolution the semantic gap grows. To enable 
efficient compilation of high level language programs, CISC and RISC designs are the two 
options.

CISC designs involve very complex architectures, including a large number of instructions and 
addressing modes, whereas RISC designs involve simplified instruction set and adapt it to the 
real requirements of user programs.
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CISC and RISC Design

Multiplication of two Numbers in Memory:

If the main memory is divided into areas that are numbered from row1:column 1 to row 5 
:column 4. The data is loaded into one of four registers (A, B, C, or D). To find multiplication of 
two numbers- One stored in location 1:3 and other stored in location 4:2 and store back result in 
1:3.

Multiplication of Two Numbers
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The Advantages of RISC architecture

∑ RISC(Reduced instruction set computing)architecture has a set of instructions, so high-
level language compilers can produce more efficient code

∑ It allows freedom of using the space on microprocessors because of its simplicity.
∑ Many RISC processors use the registers for passing arguments and holding the local 

variables.
∑ RISC functions use only a few parameters, and the RISC processors cannot use the call 

instructions, and therefore, use a fixed length instruction which is easy to pipeline.
∑ The speed of the operation can be maximized and the execution time can be minimized.

Very less number of instructional formats, a few numbers of instructions and a few 
addressing modes are needed.

The Disadvantages of RISC architecture

∑ Mostly, the performance of the RISC processors depends on the programmer or compiler 
as the knowledge of the compiler plays a vital role while changing the CISC code to a 
RISC code

∑ While rearranging the CISC code to a RISC code, termed as a code expansion, will 
increase the size. And, the quality of this code expansion will again depend on the 
compiler, and also on the machine’s instruction set.

∑ The first level cache of the RISC processors is also a disadvantage of the RISC, in which 
these processors have large memory caches on the chip itself. For feeding the 
instructions, they require very fast memory systems.

Advantages of CISC architecture

∑ Microprogramming is easy assembly language to implement, and less expensive than 
hard wiring a control unit.

∑ The ease of microcoding new instructions allowed designers to make CISC machines 
upwardly compatible:

∑ As each instruction became more accomplished, fewer instructions could be used to 
implement a given task.

Disadvantages of CISC architecture

∑ The performance of the machine slows down due to the amount of clock time taken by 
different instructions will be dissimilar

∑ Only 20% of the existing instructions is used in a typical programming event, even 
though there are various specialized instructions in reality which are not even used 
frequently.

∑ The conditional codes are set by the CISC instructions as a side effect of each instruction
which takes time for this setting – and, as the subsequent instruction changes the 
condition code bits – so, the compiler has to examine the condition code bits before this 
happens.
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Thus, this article discusses about the RISC and CISC architectures; features of the RISC and 
CISC processor architecture; advantages and drawbacks of RISC and CISC, and comparison
between the RISC and CISC architectures . For more information regarding the RISC and CISC 
architectures, or electrical and electronics projects please visit the link www.edgefxkits.com. 
Here is a question for you, what are the latest RISC and CISC processors?

ADDRESSING MODES:

Addressing modes are an aspect of the instruction set architecture in most central processing 
unit (CPU) designs. The various addressing modes that are defined in a given instruction set 
architecture define how machine language instructions in that architecture identify the operand(s) 
of each instruction.

When an instruction requires two operands, the first operand is generally the destination, which 
contains data in a register or memory location and the second operand is the source. Source 
contains either the data to be delivered (immediate addressing) or the address (in register or 
memory) of the data. Generally, the source data remains unaltered after the operation.

The three basic modes of addressing are −

∑ Register addressing
∑ Immediate addressing
∑ Memory addressing

Register Addressing

∑ In this addressing mode, a register contains the operand. Depending upon the instruction, 
the register may be the first operand, the second operand or both.

∑ For example,
∑ MOV DX, TAX_RATE   ; Register in first operand
∑ MOV COUNT, CX ; Register in second operand
∑ MOV EAX, EBX ; Both the operands are in registers
∑ As processing data between registers does not involve memory, it provides fastest 

processing of data.

Immediate Addressing

∑ An immediate operand has a constant value or an expression. When an instruction with 
two operands uses immediate addressing, the first operand may be a register or memory 
location, and the second operand is an immediate constant. The first operand defines the 
length of the data.

∑ For example,

BYTE_VALUE  DB  150    ; A byte value is defined
WORD_VALUE  DW  300    ; A word value is defined
ADD  BYTE_VALUE, 65    ; An immediate operand 65 is added
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MOV  AX, 45H           ; Immediate constant 45H is transferred to AX

Direct Memory Addressing

When operands are specified in memory addressing mode, direct access to main memory, 
usually to the data segment, is required. This way of addressing results in slower processing of 
data. To locate the exact location of data in memory, we need the segment start address, which is 
typically found in the DS register and an offset value. This offset value is also called effective 
address.

In direct addressing mode, the offset value is specified directly as part of the instruction, usually 
indicated by the variable name. The assembler calculates the offset value and maintains a symbol 
table, which stores the offset values of all the variables used in the program.

In direct memory addressing, one of the operands refers to a memory location and the other 
operand references a register.

For example,

ADD BYTE_VALUE, DL ; Adds the register in the memory location
MOV BX, WORD_VALUE ; Operand from the memory is added to register

Direct-Offset Addressing

This addressing mode uses the arithmetic operators to modify an address. For example, look at 
the following definitions that define tables of data −

BYTE_TABLE DB  14, 15, 22, 45      ; Tables of bytes
WORD_TABLE DW  134, 345, 564, 123  ; Tables of words

The following operations access data from the tables in the memory into registers −

MOV CL, BYTE_TABLE[2] ; Gets the 3rd element of the BYTE_TABLE
MOV CL, BYTE_TABLE + 2 ; Gets the 3rd element of the BYTE_TABLE
MOV CX, WORD_TABLE[3] ; Gets the 4th element of the WORD_TABLE
MOV CX, WORD_TABLE + 3 ; Gets the 4th element of the WORD_TABLE

Indirect Memory Addressing

This addressing mode utilizes the computer's ability of Segment:Offset addressing. Generally, the 
base registers EBX, EBP (or BX, BP) and the index registers (DI, SI), coded within square 
brackets for memory references, are used for this purpose.

Indirect addressing is generally used for variables containing several elements like, arrays. 
Starting address of the array is stored in, say, the EBX register.



The following code snippet shows how to access different elements of the variable.

MY_TABLE TIMES 10 DW 0  ; Allocates 10 words (2 bytes) each initialized to 0
MOV EBX, [MY_TABLE]     ; Effective Address of MY_TABLE in EBX
MOV [EBX], 110          ; MY_TABLE[0] = 110
ADD EBX, 2              ; EBX = EBX +2
MOV [EBX], 123          ; MY_TABLE[1] = 123

The MOV Instruction

We have already used the MOV instruction that is used for moving data from one storage space 
to another. The MOV instruction takes two operands.

Syntax

The syntax of the MOV instruction is −

MOV  destination, source

The MOV instruction may have one of the following five forms −

MOV  register, register
MOV  register, immediate
MOV  memory, immediate
MOV  register, memory
MOV  memory, register

Please note that −

∑ Both the operands in MOV operation should be of same size
∑ The value of source operand remains unchanged

The MOV instruction causes ambiguity at times. For example, look at the statements −

MOV  EBX, [MY_TABLE]  ; Effective Address of MY_TABLE in EBX
MOV  [EBX], 110 ; MY_TABLE[0] = 110

It is not clear whether you want to move a byte equivalent or word equivalent of the number 110. 
In such cases, it is wise to use a type specifier.



Following table shows some of the common type specifiers −

Type Specifier Bytes addressed
BYTE 1

WORD 2

DWORD 4

QWORD 8

TBYTE 10

Arithmetic Instructions:

The INC Instruction

The INC instruction is used for incrementing an operand by one. It works on a single operand 
that can be either in a register or in memory.

Syntax

The INC instruction has the following syntax −

INC destination

The operand destination could be an 8-bit, 16-bit or 32-bit operand.

The DEC Instruction

The DEC instruction is used for decrementing an operand by one. It works on a single operand 
that can be either in a register or in memory.

Syntax

The DEC instruction has the following syntax −

DEC destination

The operand destination could be an 8-bit, 16-bit or 32-bit operand.

The ADD and SUB Instructions

The ADD and SUB instructions are used for performing simple addition/subtraction of binary 
data in byte, word and doubleword size, i.e., for adding or subtracting 8-bit, 16-bit or 32-bit 
operands, respectively.



Syntax

The ADD and SUB instructions have the following syntax −

ADD/SUB destination, source

The ADD/SUB instruction can take place between −

∑ Register to register
∑ Memory to register
∑ Register to memory
∑ Register to constant data
∑ Memory to constant data

However, like other instructions, memory-to-memory operations are not possible using 
ADD/SUB instructions. An ADD or SUB operation sets or clears the overflow and carry flags.

The MUL/IMUL Instruction

There are two instructions for multiplying binary data. The MUL (Multiply) instruction handles 
unsigned data and the IMUL (Integer Multiply) handles signed data. Both instructions affect the 
Carry and Overflow flag.

The DIV/IDIV Instructions

The division operation generates two elements - a quotient and a remainder. In case of 
multiplication, overflow does not occur because double-length registers are used to keep the 
product. However, in case of division, overflow may occur. The processor generates an interrupt 
if overflow occurs.

The DIV (Divide) instruction is used for unsigned data and the IDIV (Integer Divide) is used for 
signed data.

Syntax

The format for the DIV/IDIV instruction −

DIV/IDIV divisor

The dividend is in an accumulator. Both the instructions can work with 8-bit, 16-bit or 32-bit 
operands. The operation affects all six status flags. 

Logical Instructions

The processor instruction set provides the instructions AND, OR, XOR, TEST, and NOT 
Boolean logic, which tests, sets, and clears the bits according to the need of the program.



The format for these instructions −

SN Instruction Format
1 AND AND operand1, operand2

2 OR OR operand1, operand2

3 XOR XOR operand1, operand2

4 TEST TEST operand1, operand2

5 NOT NOT operand1

The first operand in all the cases could be either in register or in memory. The second operand 
could be either in register/memory or an immediate (constant) value. However, memory-to-
memory operations are not possible. These instructions compare or match bits of the operands 
and set the CF, OF, PF, SF and ZF flags.

The AND Instruction

The AND instruction is used for supporting logical expressions by performing bitwise AND 
operation. The bitwise AND operation returns 1, if the matching bits from both the operands are 
1, otherwise it returns 0. For example −

Operand1: 0101
Operand2: 0011

----------------------------
After AND -> Operand1: 0001

The AND operation can be used for clearing one or more bits. For example, say the BL register 
contains 0011 1010. If you need to clear the high-order bits to zero, you AND it with 0FH.

AND BL,   0FH   ; This sets BL to 0000 1010

The OR Instruction

The OR instruction is used for supporting logical expression by performing bitwise OR 
operation. The bitwise OR operator returns 1, if the matching bits from either or both operands 
are one. It returns 0, if both the bits are zero

For example,

Operand1:     0101
Operand2:     0011

----------------------------
After OR -> Operand1:    0111



The OR operation can be used for setting one or more bits. For example, let us assume the AL 
register contains 0011 1010, you need to set the four low-order bits, you can OR it with a value 
000

The XOR Instruction

The XOR instruction implements the bitwise XOR operation. The XOR operation sets the 
resultant bit to 1, if and only if the bits from the operands are different. If the bits from the 
operands are same (both 0 or both 1), the resultant bit is cleared to 0.

For example,

Operand1:     0101
Operand2:     0011

----------------------------
After XOR -> Operand1:    0110
XORing an operand with itself changes the operand to 0. This is used to clear a register.

XOR     EAX, EAX

The NOT Instruction

The NOT instruction implements the bitwise NOT operation. NOT operation reverses the bits in 
an operand. The operand could be either in a register or in the memory.

Conditions

Conditional execution in assembly language is accomplished by several looping. These 
instructions can change the flow of control in a program. Conditional execution is observed in 
two scenarios

Unconditional jump

This is performed by the JMP instruction. Conditional execution often involves a transfer of 
control to the address of an instruction that does not follow the currently executing instruction. 
Transfer of control may be forward, to execute a new set of instructions or backward, to re-
execute the same steps.

Conditional jump

This is performed by a set of jump instructions j<condition> depending upon the condition. The 
conditional instructions transfer the control by breaking the sequential flow and they do it by 
changing the offset value in IP.



CMP Instruction

The CMP instruction compares two operands. It is generally used in conditional execution. This 
instruction basically subtracts one operand from the other for comparing whether the operands 
are equal or not. It does not disturb the destination or source operands. It is used along with the 
conditional jump instruction for decision making.

Syntax

CMP destination, source

Unconditional Jump

As mentioned earlier, this is performed by the JMP instruction. Conditional execution often 
involves a transfer of control to the address of an instruction that does not follow the currently 
executing instruction. Transfer of control may be forward, to execute a new set of instructions or 
backward, to re-execute the same steps.

Syntax

The JMP instruction provides a label name where the flow of control is transferred immediately. 
The syntax of the JMP instruction is −

JMP label

Conditional Jump

If some specified condition is satisfied in conditional jump, the control flow is transferred to a 
target instruction. There are numerous conditional jump instructions depending upon the 
condition and data.

Following are the conditional jump instructions used on signed data used for arithmetic 
operations −

Instruction Description Flags tested
JE/JZ Jump Equal or Jump Zero ZF

JNE/JNZ Jump not Equal or Jump Not Zero ZF

JG/JNLE Jump Greater or Jump Not Less/Equal OF, SF, ZF

JGE/JNL Jump Greater/Equal or Jump Not Less OF, SF

JL/JNGE Jump Less or Jump Not Greater/Equal OF, SF

JLE/JNG Jump Less/Equal or Jump Not Greater OF, SF, ZF



Following are the conditional jump instructions used on unsigned data used for logical 
operations −

Instruction Description Flags tested
JE/JZ Jump Equal or Jump Zero ZF

JNE/JNZ Jump not Equal or Jump Not Zero ZF

JA/JNBE Jump Above or Jump Not Below/Equal CF, ZF

JAE/JNB Jump Above/Equal or Jump Not Below CF

JB/JNAE Jump Below or Jump Not Above/Equal CF

JBE/JNA Jump Below/Equal or Jump Not Above AF, CF

The following conditional jump instructions have special uses and check the value of flags −

Instruction Description Flags tested
JXCZ Jump if CX is Zero none

JC Jump If Carry CF

JNC Jump If No Carry CF

JO Jump If Overflow OF

JNO Jump If No Overflow OF

JP/JPE Jump Parity or Jump Parity Even PF

JNP/JPO Jump No Parity or Jump Parity Odd PF

JS Jump Sign (negative value) SF

JNS Jump No Sign (positive value) SF

Instruction Formats

One of the first lessons a beginner learns about computers is that in order to use a computer, a 
program must be written, translated into machine language, and loaded into memory; that such a 
program consists of machine instructions, and that a machine instruction is a binary number. In 
this chapter we look at the details of machine instructions, and in particular the fact that a 
machine instruction is rarely a single binary number. It normally consists of several numbers that 
are assembled (placed together) by the assembler, to become the fields of the complete 
instruction. As a result, any machine instruction has a certain format. 

The instruction is divided into fields, each a binary number. A machine instruction must contain 
at least one field, namely the operation code (opcode), that tells the control unit what the 
instruction is supposed to do. Most instructions contain other fields specifying registers, memory 
addresses, immediate quantities, addressing modes, and other parameters

∑ Instructions can have different sizes. The size depends on the number and nature of the 
individual fields.



∑ The opcode can have different sizes. The opcode can also be broken up into a number of 
separate fields.

∑ A field containing an address is much larger than a register field. This is because number 
of registers is small, while size of memory is large.

∑ Fields containing immediate operands (numbers used as data) can have different sizes. 
Experience shows that most data items used by programs are small. Thus, a well-
designed instruction set should allow for both small and large data items, resulting in 
short instructions whenever possible. 

The last point, about short instructions, is important and leads us to the next topic of discussion, 
namely the properties of a good instruction set. When a new computer is designed, one of the 
first features that has to be determined and fully specified is the instruction set. First, the 
instruction set has to be designed as a whole, then the designers decide what instructions should 
be included in the set. The general form of the instruction set depends on features such as the 
intended applications of the computer, the word size, address size, register set, memory 
organization, and bus organization. Instruction sets vary greatly, but a good design for an 
instruction set is based on a small number of principles that are independent of the particular 
computer in question. These principles demand that an instruction set should satisfy the 
following requirements: 

1. Short instructions.

2. An instruction size that is both compatible with the word size, and variable. 

1. Short instructions: Why should machine instructions be short? Not because short instructions 
occupy less memory. Memory isn’t expensive and modern computers support large memories. 
Also, not because short instructions execute faster. The execution time of an instruction has 
nothing to do with its size. A “register divide” instruction, to divide the contents of two floating-
point registers, is short, since it only has to specify the registers involved. It takes, however, a 
long time to execute. Therefore, short instructions are required because they take less time for 
memory access hence they have lesser fetch time.

2. Instruction size: The instruction size should also be compatible with the computer’s word 
size. The best design results in instruction sizes of N, 2N and 3N where N is the word size. 
Instruction sizes such as 1.2N or 0.7N do not make any sense, since each memory read brings in 
exactly one word. In a computer with long words, several instructions can be packed in one word 
and, as a result, instruction sizes of N/2, N/3, and N/4 also make sense.

The two requirements above are satisfied by the use of variable-size opcodes and addressing 
modes. 

These are the two important requirements of having a good design for an instruction set. We 
discuss the opcode size next and addressing modes in the subsequent sections.



The Opcode Size

If the instruction is to be short, individual fields in the instruction should be short. In this section 
we look at the opcode field. Obviously, the opcode cannot be too short or there would not be 
enough codes for all the instructions. An opcode size of 6–8 bits, allowing for 64–256 
instructions, is common. Most modern computers, however, use variable size opcodes, for two 
good reasons. One reason has to do with the instruction size in relation to the word size, and the 
other has to do with future extensions of the instruction set. 

The first reason is easy to understand. We want our instructions to be short, but some instructions 
have to contain more information than others and are naturally longer. If the opcode size varies, 
longer instructions can be assigned short opcodes. Other instructions, with short operands, can be 
assigned longer opcodes. This way the instruction size can be fine-tuned to fit in precisely N or 
2N bits. 

The second advantage of variable-size opcodes has to do with extensions to an original 
instruction set. When a computer becomes successful and sells well, the manufacturer may 
decide to come up with a new, extended, and upward compatible version of the original 
computer. The 68000, 80x86, and Pentium families are familiar examples. 

Upward compatibility means that any program running on the original computer should also run 
on the new one. The instruction set of the new computer must therefore be an extension of the 
original instruction set. With variable-size opcodes, such an extension is easy. 

The three popular choices for encoding the instruction set. The first we call variable, since it 
allows virtually all addressing modes to be with all operations. This style is best when there are 
many addressing modes and operations. The second choice we call fixed, since it combines the 
operation and the addressing mode into the opcode. Often fixed encoding will have only a single 
size for all instructions; it works best when there are few addressing modes and operations. The 
trade-off between variable encoding and fixed encoding is size of programs versus ease of 
decoding in the processor. Variable tries to use as few bits as possible to represent the program, 
but individual instructions can vary widely in both size and the amount of work to be performed.

The Variable format can support any number of operands, with each address specifier 
determining the addressing mode and the length of the specifier for that operand. It generally 
enables the smallest code representation, since unused fields Addressing modes (if options exist) 
specified as part of the opcode. It generally results in the largest code size. Although the fields 
tend not to vary in their location, they will be used for different purposes by different 
instructions. The hybrid approach has multiple formats specified by the opcode, adding one or 
two fields to specify the addressing mode and one or two fields to specify the operand address.

Simulation Using MASM (Microsoft Assembler)

Need for Assembler:

∑ Learn how computer works at low level.

http://csebtechnotes.blogspot.in/2014/07/addressing-modes-and-numerical.html


∑ Write device drivers
∑ Optimize program for speed & size.
∑ Debug, hack & dissect other programs
∑ Bootstrap new computer system
∑ Communicate with input, output directly
∑ Write utilities in HLL using features not available in those
∑ languages.

MASM for microprocessor can be used in 2 ways:
∑ 1. With models that are unique to a particular assembler

2. With full segment definition that allow full control over the assembly process & are 
universal to all

assemblers.

8086 is a 16bit N-Channel, HMOS Microprocessor. 

• It Consumes less power. 
• It draws 360 mA on 5 Volt. 
• It is manufactured for standard temperature range 32’f – 180’f as well as extended temperature 
range from 40’f – 180’f. 
• Its clock frequencies for different versions are 5, 8 and 10 MHz. 
• It is built on single semiconductor chip and packaged in 40 pin IC package. The type of 
package is DIP (Dual Inline Package). 
• It uses 20 address lines & 16 data lines. 
• It can directly address upto 220 = 1Mbit of memory. 
• 16 bit data word is divided into low order byte & high order byte. 
• 20 address lines are multiplexed lines – 16 low address lines are time multiplexed with data & 
4 high address lines are time multiplexed with status signals.


